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Abstract

Chierchia (1989) and others have used the contrast betweenGeorge hopes that
he will win andGeorges hopes to winin mistaken-self-identity scenarios, to argue
for dedicatedde seLFs. The argument, further strengthened by evidence of shiftable
indexicals, appears applicable against any reductionist account that seesde seas
merely a particular subtype ofde re. My Acquaintance Resolutionframework is an
attempt at such a reduction, and this paper seeks to extend that theory with a logical
principle of introspection for belief, to account for the data within a unified treatment
of de reandde se.

1 Introduction

An arsonist has set fire to Tujiko’s and Noriko’s pants. Just before she feels her own
pants burning, Tujiko catches a glimpse of her fiery pants in a mirror and, not recognizing
herself, she points and yells: “Oh my god! That girl’s pants are on fire!”. Alarmed,
Noriko looks down and notices she’s on fire, screaming:“Help! My pants are on fire!”

This is your typical mistaken-self-identity scenario, modeled after an original from Ka-
plan (1989). It is meant to show the difference betweende seandde rebeliefs about
oneself. On the one hand, the two utterances express a similar belief that is in both cases
about the utterer herself, viz. that her pants are on fire. On the other hand the cognitive
difference of the two expressed beliefs differs vastly and we may expect two different re-
actions: Noriko will panic and/or roll on the floor, whereas Tujiko will attempt to help the
‘other’ girl. On most accounts it follows that both girls’ beliefs arede reabout themselves,
since they are both referring more or less directly to themselves with their utterances of
that girl or my. The obvious difference is in theway they manage to refer to themselves.
Noriko’s belief is ‘from a first person perspective’, orde se, whereas Tujiko’s use of the
third person description shows a third person perspective on the same belief, which is still
de re but notde se(i.e. merede re).

The above tentatively suggests a treatment ofde seattitudes as a subclass ofde re. In 2 we
will make this precise by giving a semantics ofde reandde sebelief. In3 we will switch
to belief reports, and see what the aforementioned semantics predicts as a semantics of
reports. Section4 presents a problem for the reductionist account ofde sereports sketched
above. In5 I present my own reductionist attempt, which will be extended in6 to cover
the problematic constructions of4.

∗This paper and its companion (Maier to appear) provide different extensions to (Maier 2004), each
addressing a different set of counterarguments to thede sereductionist proposal. I wish to thank Philippe
Schlenker for raising and explaining the problem addressed in this paper.

In: Emar Maier, Corien Bary & Janneke Huitink, eds. (2005) "Proceedings of SuB9"
www.ru.nl/ncs/sub9
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2 The relational account ofde rebelief

To carry out the reduction ofde seto de rewe must be precise about whatde rebelief
is. For this purpose we use a combination of Kaplanian (1969) acquaintance relations and
Lewisian (1979) self-ascription. To start with the Kaplanian ingredient, the motivating
example was Quine’s (1956) Ortcutt scenario:

There is a certain man in a brown hat whom Ralph has glimpsed several times
under questionable circumstances on which we need not enter here; suffice
it to say that Ralph suspects he is a spy. Also there is a gray-haired man,
vaguely known to Ralph as rather a pillar of the community, whom Ralph is
not aware of having seen except once at the beach. Now Ralph does not know
it, but the men are one and the same [viz. Ortcutt]. (Quine 1956, 179)

From the first half we conclude that Ralph in fact believesde reof Ortcutt that he is a spy,
but from the pillar-of-the-community bit it follows that Ralph believesde reof Ortcutt
that he is not a spy. How to account for these two facts, without dismissing Ralph as
logically insane?

Kaplan (1969) comes with a simple answer:de rebelief is justde dictobelief with de-
scriptive content provided by the way the believer is (perceptually) acquainted with the
res. Applied to the Ortcutt example, theres is Ortcutt, and the relevant acquaintance re-
lations have Ralph seeing someone in a brown hat, and seeing some guy with gray hair
at the beach. In Kaplan’s terminology: there are twovivid namesof Ortcutt for Ralph:
the man in the brown hatand the gray-haired man at the beach. The logical forms of
the two seemingly contradictory beliefs then come out asRalph believes that the man in
the brown hat is a spyandRalph believes that the gray-haired man at the beach is not
a spy, wherein the belief relation may be explicated simply as relating an individual to a
proposition, i.e. a set of worlds.1

To capturede sebeliefs, however, we need more structure than just propositions as the
objects of believe. This was the conclusion of Lewis’s (1979) argumentation, based on
examples where people are mistaken about who they are or are referring to. Take Kaplan’s
(1989) pants-on-fire scenario discussed above. What does Tujiko learn upon realizing that
the girl she sees is herself? The difference is that now she can say ‘My pants are on fire!’,
i.e. thede rebelief has becomede se, but has she learned a newproposition? No, says
Lewis, proposition-wise nothing has changed; whether she refers to herself withthat girl
(pointing at the mirror), or withI, the expressed proposition constituting her belief is that
Tujiko’s pants are on fire. Lewis’ solution is that belief is self-ascription of properties:
first, Tujiko self-ascribes the property of seeing someone whose pants are on fire, then
she realizes her mistake and comes to self-ascribe the property of having one’s pants
on fire. In possible worlds semantics, these properties are set-theoretically represented
as{〈a, w〉|a sees someone with fiery pants inw} and{〈a, w〉|a’s pants are on fire inw},
respectively, and self-ascription is a new primitive notion replacing the modal attitude
operator.

We now combine the above two theories into a unified analysis ofde reandde se. First,
make the Kaplanian definition ofde rebelief sensitive to properties:

1Although Kaplan himself advocates a sententialist view on propositional attitudes in the cited paper,
we simply translate his theory to the more standard analysis of propositions as sets of possible worlds.
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(1) x believesde reof y that it hasP iff there is a two-place relationR s.t.

(i) R is a sufficiently vivid acquaintance relation
(ii) R holds betweenx andy (in the actual world)
(iii) x self-ascribes the property of bearingR to somethingP

Applied to Tujiko and Noriko we get that both girls believede reabout themselves that
they are on fire, because for each girlx there is anR that holds betweenx andx and
satisfies the other two criteria, for Tujiko we can takeR to be seeing someone in the
mirror, for Noriko we can even just take the relation of equality, since unlike Tujiko, she
believes to ‘bear equality to someone whose pants are on fire’ (iii).

Next, definede seasde reunder the acquaintance relation of equality:

(2) x believesde seto beP iff x believesde reof x that he isP , with equality as the
2-place acquaintance relationR

Now, Noriko’s belief isde se, but Tujiko’s is merelyde re. This reduction ofde seto de
re can be traced back to Lewis (1979, 156)2 but Cresswell and von Stechow (1982) were
the first to clearly separate belief and belief reports, and extend the above analysis ofde
re belief to a semantics ofbelief reports, with which the rest of the paper is concerned.

3 Belief reports

Belief reports are sentences typically used to convey that someone has some belief or
other. As I said, the remainder of this paper provides a semantics for (a certain subclass
of) belief reports, that is, a systematic3 way of deriving logical forms (representations of
truth-conditions in a logical language) from surface structures of the formNP believes
that NP VP. The obvious starting point being that a sentence of that form is true iff the
referent of the first NP believesde reof the referent of the second NP that that last has the
property denoted by the VP, for example:

(3) JRalph believes that Ortcutt is a spyKw = 1

iff JRalphKw believes (inw) de reof JOrtcuttKw that it is a spy
iff there is anR s.t.

(i) R is a sufficiently vivid acquaintance relation
(ii) R(JRalphKw , JOrtcuttKw)
(iii) JRalphKw self-ascribes the property of bearingR to a spy

We already saw that in Quine’s example this is verified by takingR to be the relation of
seeing someone in a brown hat. An analogous derivation, withR(x, y) is x sees y at the
beach, shows the truth of the reportRalph believes that Ortcutt is not a spy.

From now on we restrict attention to reports of beliefs about oneself. As Kaplan (1989)
has pointed out, in the mistaken identity scenario where Tujiko doesn’t recognize her own
mirror image, the following reports, as uttered by an informed spectator, are both true:

2“[ de sebelief] is ascription of properties to oneself under the relation of identity. Certainly identity is a
relation of acquaintance par excellence. So beliefde sefalls under beliefde re.” (Lewis 1979, p.156)

3Not necessarilycompositionalin the oldskool Amsterdam sense of the word. . .
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(4) a. Noriko believes she’s on fire
b. Tujiko believes she’s on fire

Kaplan concluded that ‘purely indexical distinctions’, such as the difference between Tu-
jiko’s de reand Noriko’sde seattitudes, can not be conveyed by reports in natural lan-
guage: there are node sereports, onlyde seattitudes. In the reductionist framework
discussed above, this boils down to saying that for a report to be true there has to be
someacquaintance relation, and natural language has no way of specifying on the sur-
face,whichacquaintance relation. This is exactly what is captured by the straightforward
semantics exemplified in(3), which would indeed predict truth for both sentences in(4),
in accordance with Kaplan’s (1989) conjecture.

Such reductions ofde seto de re, denying the existence of dedicatedde seLFs for natural
language reports have been proposed and defended by Boër and Lycan (1980), Cresswell
and von Stechow (1982), von Stechow (1982), Reinhart (1990), and, reformulated in
terms of Kaplan’s two-dimensional character theory, by Kaplan (1989) and Zimmermann
(1991). Lately, however, there has been a surge in counterarguments, one of which is the
topic for the remainder of the paper.

4 Anti-reductionism

There are two groups of counterarguments against the general reductionist setup, one
appears in work on monsters andde sereports (Chierchia 1989, Schlenker 2003, von
Stechow 2002), and the other involves quantified belief reports, most notably embedding
under ‘only’ (Percus and Sauerland 2003). This last I discuss elsewhere, for now we’ll
focus on the monsters.

First of all, Chierchia (1989) argues for separatede seand de re LFs on the basis of
infinitive constructions like, in (Pseudo-)English:4

(5) a. Noriko believes to be on fire
b. #Tujiko believes to be on fire

Unlike with the corresponding 3rd person reports in(4), where the one about Tujiko was
perhaps a bit forced (or even misleading) but still true, there is a real semantic contrast
here: (5a) is fine, (5b) is plain false.

Given our earlier result that there can be node sereports, the question arises how to ac-
count for these data? Chierchia’s own account postulates an ambiguity: there arede se
andde reLFs, and sentences as in(4) are ambiguous, whereas the infinitives in(5) corre-
spond solely with ade seLF. On his account, ade rebelief complement is of a sentential
type, with a free variable bound by ares from the outside. Such complements become

4In English, this kindbelieves to bewithout object is rather rare, if not unacceptable, though Google
comes up with e.g. “The author believes to be aware of related intellectual property rights [. . . ]” (www.
ietf.org/ietf/IPR/infineon_ietf_ipr.pdf ). The similarhopes to beused by Schlenker
(2003) and others is fine in English, and the contrast is the same, but the semantics of that attitude verb in-
troduces some independent difficulties. Chierchia’s original examples were in Italian wherecrede di essere
is the standard way of ascribingde sebeliefs, and I can confirm that in Dutch the analogous constructions
denkt teandmeent te+ infinitive are ok, as witness the number of Google hits on"denkt * te * "
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de seby fronting them with aλ at LF and binding the free variable, thereby type-shifting
the propositional complement into a property. The variable binder has no discernible
surface realization, so the ambiguity of(4) boils down to the existence or non-existence
of this variable binder at LF. The argument then continues with recalling that infinitival
complements of(5) have independently been argued to come with such a variable binder
of their own. In Chierchia’s theory this is further linked up with Chomsky’s PRO, the
invisible subject of such infinitival complements: the surface structures of(5) have an
invisible subject NP, called PRO, which is nothing less than the surface realization of the
λ-abstractor.

The next step is Schlenker (2003) who adds cross-linguistic data of ‘monstrous’ behavior
of indexicals embedded in beliefs, that is, constructions like (6) where a first person in-
dexical refers, not to the speaker, but to the subject of the reported belief. A literal gloss
of a true Amharic belief report into English would for instance look like this (Pseudo-
Amharic):

(6) Noriko believes that IAmh am on fire

Somehow, it must be possible to interpret the embedded first person as a first personwith
respect to the belief. Moreover, on this reading, the truth-conditions are conjectured to
be de se(Schlenker 2003, p.38), i.e. it patterns with the English PRO construction in
(5). Note thatIAmh can be readde re(wide-scope), but then it patterns with EnglishI,
ascribing Noriko a belief aboutme, Emar. Schlenker eventually arrives at a theory which
assigns 1st person features toI, IAmh and PRO, and postulating a typology of 1st person
pronouns:I must be evaluated with respect to the actual context,IAmh can take the actual
context or the belief context (in which case the belief isde se)5, and PRO can only take
the belief context.

The problem for reductionist theories ofde re/de secan now be singled out to be the fact
that they in effect scope the subject of the attitude complement out of the belief operator.
This is can be seen in(3): the embedded NPOrtcutt is evaluated in the actual worldw,
and Ralph is supposed to beR-related to this Ortcutt in that worldw too. In this way we
can get the right result for English embeddedI, but how aboutIAmh? Surely, that is just as
much a 1st person, just not always theactual1st person. Once we accept that, we might
as well follow Schlenker in analysing PRO as a first person too, since both are used to
express first person thoughts. In the next sections I propose a way to incorporate these
observations in a reductionist framework based on acquaintance resolution. The account
differs from Schlenker’s in that it uses a form of scoping, and from Von Stechow’s (2001,
2002) in that the embedded subject’s surface features are straightforwardly interpreted
(no feature deletion).6

5There’s an obvious correspondence between properties and sets of contexts as complements of a belief:
self-ascribing the property of being on fire is the same as ‘believing’ the set of contexts whose agent (or
center) is on fire.

6With respect to the third person, Schlenker also needs a morphologicalagreementmechanism, whereas
the proposal developed below requires nothing of the sort.
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5 Acquaintance Resolution

My proposal,Acquaintance Resolution, tries to give a formal semantic treatment ofde re
andde sebelief reports by implementing an enhanced version of the relational attitude
semantics exemplified in(3), in the framework of DRT with presuppositions. I assume
some familiarity with basic DRT (Kamp and Reyle 1993), presupposition-as-anaphora
(van der Sandt 1992), and possible worlds semantics. The aims are (i) to be weakly
reductionistic in the sense that there be no syntactic ambiguity in the simple belief reports
of (4)-(6) (contra (Chierchia 1989)), and (ii) pronouns are interpreted according to their
surface features (contra e.g. (von Stechow 2002)). And of course we need to get the right
truth-conditions for the reports in(4)-(6) in a systematic way, but that’s just the definition
of natural language semantics.

Just representing adequatede re and de setruth-conditions already necessitates some
additions to standard DRT. I will here simplify a bit with respect to the formal semantics,
focusing more on mapping sentences to representations. In the appendix or (Maier 2004)
the interested reader will find the tedious semantic details, i.e. a 2-layered fragment of
LDRT to account properly for direct reference and indexicality. For simplicity then, we
now proceed with a 1-dimensional toy version, keeping in mind that certain uniqueness
and rigidity facts require the machinery of the appendix.

First, add to the DRS language a predicate ‘believe’ with interpretationBel ∈ [D×W →
℘W ]:

(7) [[believe(x):ϕ]]f =
{

w ∈ W JϕKf ⊇ Bel(f(x), w)
}

.

Now we can represent things like:

(8) a. Noriko believes that there’s an arsonist in the house

b.

[
x Noriko(x), believe(x):

[
y arsonist(y), inthe house(y)

] ]
c. J(8b)Kf

w = 1 iff there is an individuala, called ‘Noriko’, in w, all of whose
belief worldsw′ ∈ Bel(a, w) feature some arsonist who is in the house (at
w′)

Next, we need a predicate to represent the first person, i.e. to refer to the current speaker.
Since we don’t care about rigidity, we may simply take the predicate ‘speaker’, assuming
implicitly that the worlds of evaluation are more like contexts: centered worlds with a
unique speaker.7 However, as the discussion of (Pseudo-)Amharic and PRO shows, a
first person pronoun may also refer to the ‘I’ of a thought, the ‘speaker’ of an interior
monologue. I propose a predicate ‘center’ to represent the first person in this somewhat
generalized sense. With the ‘center’ predicate we can represent first person pronouns,
(9a-b), and consequentlyde seascriptions, (9c-d):

(9) a.
[

y center(y), onfire(y)
]

b. J(9a)Kf
w = 1 iff w has a center (speaker) who is on fire inw

7This is worked out more precisely in the 2D version, see appendix
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c.

[
x Noriko(x), believe(x):

[
y center(y), onfire(y)

] ]
d. J(9c)Kf

w = 1 iff a certain Noriko inw has a belief set in which each world has
a center (experiencer) who is on fire

Given the simplifying assumptions discussed above, (9c) correctly represents thede se
truth-conditions, but we have not said how to get at such a representation, given a sen-
tence like(4a), (5a) or (6), all of which have the truthconditions of(9d). This process
is often described as a two-stage procedure: first the sentence is parsed and composi-
tionally transformed into a preliminary DRS, then (presupposition) resolution merges the
preliminary DRS with the context (input) DRS and takes care of context-dependencies by
binding or accommodating presuppositions, yielding the final (output) DRS representing
the new context. My aim is to give an analysis of belief reports that assigns them all a
single uniform preliminaryde reDRS and in that sense unifyingde reandde sereports.
Note that my analysis is thus only weakly reductionistic because although the preliminary
sentence representations of say(4a)and(4b) are uniform, after resolution the final repre-
sentations differ, which is as it should be given the differing truth-conditions forde reand
de se(readings of) reports.

To sketch the workings of acquaintance resolution, consider the 3rd person reports about
Noriko (4a), and Tujiko(4b), in the mistaken identity context. In our dynamic framework
we must first represent this input context, in which it is common ground (among the
reporter and her audience, that is, Tujiko of course is clueless) that there are two girls,
called Tujiko and Noriko, the first of whom is looking a mirror but not recognizing herself.
This is represented as:

(10)
[

x y Noriko(x), Tujiko(y), seein mirror(y,y)
]

Now, the preliminary DRS of(4a)is:

(11)


∂
[

z Noriko(z)
]

R(z,w)
.
=?

believe(z):

 u v
center(u), R(u,v), onfire(v)

∂
[

w fem.3.sg.(w)
] 


This represents a sort of LF based on the relational analysis ofde resketched in section2.
The proper nameNorikoand the pronounshehave triggered presuppositions, denoted by
the∂DRS, but there is also another kind of underspecification in (11), viz. R, a 2nd order
free variable (ranging over 2-place relations), which is supposed to hold of z and w in
the main DRS (corresponding to the real world). This R further serves as the descriptive
content under which Noriko has thede rebelief, as represented in the complement DRS
which says ‘there is a v that the belief center is R-acquainted with, and that v is on fire’ in
accordance with thede rereduction of(1), p.3.

After merging (11) and (10), we resolve the regular presuppositions, binding z and w to x
(Noriko), and get:
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(12)

 x y

Noriko(x), Tujiko(y), seein mirror(y,y)
R(x,x)

.
=?

believe(x):
[

u v center(u), R(u,v), onfire(v)
]


The resolution algorithm must perform a ‘second order binding’ to determine R, given
that must be a two-place relation that holds in the context between x and x. This 2nd
order binding is done by means of 2nd order matching, a special case of higher order
unification (Dalrymple, Shieber and Pereira 1991): we look for a substitution for R that
verifies the equation R(x,x)

.
=. . . , the

.
= representingαβη-interconvertability of lambda

terms, and the dots are to be replaced by a contextually salient relation relating x to x.
By default we take x=x, which is not explicitly written in the context DRS, but can be
thought of as always implicitly there, since it adds nothing to the truth-conditions. This
gets us (13a). Then there are 4 possible unifying substitutions, of which (13b) is the one
we want, the non-trivial one that resolves R to the relation of equality. Applying it to the
whole gives (13c), which is equivalent to (13d-e):

(13) a.

 x y

Noriko(x), Tujiko(y), seein mirror(y,y)
R(x,x)

.
=x=x

believe(x):
[

u v center(u), R(u,v), onfire(v)
]


b. R7→λsλt.s=t

c.

 x y

Noriko(x), Tujiko(y), seein mirror(y,y)
(λsλt.s=t)(x,x)

.
=x=x

believe(x):
[

u v center(u), (λsλt.s=t)(u,v), onfire(v)
]


d.

 x y

Noriko(x), Tujiko(y), seein mirror(y,y)
x=x

.
=x=x

believe(x):
[

u v center(u), u=v, onfire(v)
]


e.

 x y
Noriko(x), Tujiko(y), seein mirror(y,y)

believe(x):
[

u center(u), onfire(u)
] 

We have succeeded in assigning ade seoutput DRS, equivalent to our earlier(9c), to an
underspecified input. Now, ade seoutput for Tujiko(4b) would be false, contradicting
our judgments, so let’s see what happens if we add the same preliminary structure(11),
except for the proper name, to the same context(10). After merging and resolving pre-
suppositions, we’re at (14a). If now we were to choose the default resolution, y=y for the
question mark position and to consequently bind R to equality, we’d getde sewhich the
context falsifies. But we can choose a different route, since now there is a salient contex-
tual relation between y and herself: the looking in the mirror, the derivation of thede re
reading we get from that is shown in (14). One of the main selling points of this kind of
analysis is that we can view the deviation from the default equality acquaintance, and the
associated pragmatic backtracking described above, as an explanation of the awkwardness
many people feel with(4b)’s way of reporting the situation.
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(14) a.

 x y

Noriko(x), Tujiko(y), seein mirror(y,y)
R(y,y)

.
=?

believe(y):
[

u v center(u), R(u,v), onfire(v)
]


b. R7→λsλt.seein mirror(s,t)

c.

 x y
Noriko(x), Tujiko(y), seein mirror(y,y)

believe(y):
[

u v center(u), seein mirror(u,v), onfire(v)
] 

d. J(14c)Kf
w = 1 iff in w . . . [context] . . . and all of Noriko’s belief worlds have

a center who sees someone in a mirror being on fire

Note in conclusion that the third person feature of the syntactically embeddedshe is
straightforwardly interpreted as a semantic condition in the presupposition. This means
that in the resolutionshe’s presupposition floats up to the main DRS, reminiscent of the
‘wide-scope property’ of(1) that was shown to cause trouble with PRO and shiftedIAmh.
It remains to be seen if we can do better than the classical reductionist account.

6 Embedded first person and unambiguousde se

Now let’s see what happens if we apply our analysis to the unambiguouslyde se(5)
and the Pseudo-Amharic(6). But first, consider an English first person report. Picture a
different scene, featuring me and my friend Noriko, me uttering (15).

(15) Noriko believes I’m on fire

The preliminary DRS for (15) is the same as(11)except for the pronoun’s features which
are now1.sginstead of3.sg. The context has two individuals, of which I am the speaker
(center), so if we merge context and preliminary structure and resolve the proper name
presupposition to its obvious antecedent, we’re at:

(16)

 x y

Noriko(x), Emar(y), friend(x,y), center(y)
R(x,w)

.
=?

believe(x):

 u v
center(u), R(u,v), onfire(v)

∂
[

w 1.sg(w)
] 


The remaining presupposition w can float up to top-level and be resolved to y, since
obviously it’s centers that can bind first person presupposition. Resolution then proceeds
as follows:

(17) a.

 x y

Noriko(x), Emar(y), friend(x,y), center(y)
R(x,y)

.
=(Emar(y), friend(x,y))

believe(x):
[

u v center(u), R(u,v), onfire(v)
]


b. R7→λsλt.(Emar(t), friend(s,t))
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c.

 x y
Noriko(x), Emar(y), friend(x,y), center(y)

believe(x):
[

u v center(u), Emar(v), friend(u,v), onfire(v)
] 

That is, Noriko believes something of the form “My friend Emar is on fire”: the reading
we want. So much for the wide-scope resolution of the1.sgpresupposition, that gave the
desired result: a realde rereading ofI. But why can’t we bind the presupposition of(16)to
the local center? Well, in principle wecan, but for English we’d get pathological readings,
so we should really stipulate that EnglishI always takes widest scope, a reformulation
of (a corollary of) Kaplan’s (1989)Principle 2 which states that indexicals are directly
referential.

However, as Schlenker (1999, 2003) shows,IAmh behaves rather differently. As it hap-
pens, we can characterize this difference exactly by giving up the wide-scope stipulation
for IAmh. To see this, let us see what happens in our old context(11) with the Pseudo-
Amharic (6), whose preliminary DRS is the same as for its English counterpart(15), so
after merge we get:

(18)

 x y

Noriko(x), Tujiko(y), seein mirror(y,y)
R(x,w)

.
=?

believe(x):

 u v
center(u), R(u,v), onfire(v)

∂
[

w 1.sg(w)
] 


Schlenker suggests that the English-type wide-scope resolution is possible, which we
account for by adding a representation of me as speaker to the context and resolving w
to it, proceeding as sketched in(17a). Now, we consider the alternative, narrow scope
resolution w7→u:

(19)

 x y

Noriko(x), Tujiko(y), seein mirror(y,y)
R(x,u)

.
=?

believe(x):
[

u v center(u), R(u,v), onfire(v)
]


What can R(x,u) be bound to? At first sight this seems strange since u has become un-
bound, but that need not be a problem since the main DRS does notclaim that R(x,u) is
the case, but rather asks for a part of a DRS with some conditions that involve the (free)
variables x and u. In the current DRS there is a salient relation between x (Noriko) and u
(Noriko’s belief-self):being the person you believe to be, in fact this is explicitly present
as the smallest subpart of the DRS containing both x and u:

(20) a.

 x y

Noriko(x), Tujiko(y), seein mirror(y,y)

R(x,u)
.
=believe(x):

[
center(u)

]
believe(x):

[
u v center(u), R(u,v), onfire(v)

]


b. R7→λsλt.believe(s):
[

center(t)
]
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c.

 x y
Noriko(x), Tujiko(y), seein mirror(y,y)

believe(x):

[
u v center(u), believe(u):

[
center(v)

]
, on fire(v)

]
And then we’re stuck, since what we want isde setruth-conditions, as represented by
(13e)(≈(9c)); (20c) seems to attribute to Noriko a belief about a belief, rather than merely
a belief about the self being on fire. Is there a way to deduce thede sebelief from (20c)?

What’s missing is some kind of introspection principle: if you believe to believeϕ, you
believeϕ. Such principles have been studied in doxastic modal logic, i.e. modal systems
with an operator2 interpretable as ‘I believe that’. For example, in a well-known standard
system for belief,KD45, as inS5, we have bothpositive introspection(2ϕ → 22ϕ)
andnegative introspection(¬2ϕ → 2¬2ϕ), semantically corresponding to the frame
properties of transitivity and Euclidicity. Without first going into modal logic proofs,
note that our semantics differs from these classical logics in that we make heavy use
of the fact that our beliefs have centers, which makes the belief objects more like self-
ascribed context sets, or equivalently Lewisian properties, than classical propositions. I
will therefore posit a generalized introspection principle for centered belief, and since our
representations are kind of ‘heavy’, I will also give a neat semantic formulation and show
how it helps us get what we want.

First, syntactically, what we want is to reduce the double belief embedding to a single
one. Classically that would be22ϕ → 2ϕ (“If I believe that I believe something, then I
believe it”), which is indeed a theorem ofKD45 provable from the axioms ofconsistency
(¬2(ϕ ∧ ¬ϕ)) and negative introspection. The analogon of this theorem for centered
belief would state that ifx has a belief in which the center has a belief, then that second
belief is actually belief ofx’s. As a sort of axiom it would look roughly like (21), where
U(ϕ) denotes the set of discourse referents, theuniverse, of the main DRS ofϕ, and
Con(ϕ) the set of conditions inϕ.

(21)

[
. . . . . . believe(x):

[
u . . . center(u), believe(u):ϕ, . . .

]
. . .

]
⇒

[
. . . . . . believe(x):

[
u U (ϕ). . . center(u),Con(ϕ), . . .

]
. . .

]
If we accept this, on grounds of its roots in classicalKD45 or its own intuitive appeal as
a principle of a logic of belief, we see that(20c)is now equivalent to:

(22)

 x y
Noriko(x), Tujiko(y), seein mirror(y,y)

believe(x):
[

u v center(u), center(v), onfire(v)
] 

One additional stipulation is needed to arrive at thede setruth-conditions, and it’s one we
have more or less assumed all along: there can be but one center per belief alternative. In
other words, you cannot believe yourself to be two people at once.8 Syntactically:

8A very uncontroversial assumption, probably not even falsified by people with severe multiple person-
ality syndrome.
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(23)

[
. . . . . . believe(x):

[
u v. . . center(u), center(v), . . .

]
. . .

]
⇒

[
. . . . . . believe(x):

[
u v. . . center(u), center(v), u=v, . . .

]
. . .

]
An application of axiom (23) and consequent unification of u and v finishes the proof:
Acquaintance resolution with axioms(21)and(23)predicts two readings for the Pseudo-
Amharic(6), one wide-scope, same as for the EnglishI in (15), viz. (17c); the otherde se,
i.e. same as thede sereading that was preferred for the English third person report(4a),
viz. (13e). The same Amharic sentence now withTujiko as subject is therefore predicted
to be false in our scenario, because Tujiko doesn’t recognize herself and so does not belief
that the belief-center is on fire. Our prediction with respect toIAmh are thus completely
in line with Schlenker’s discussion of the data (Schlenker 2003, p.38,74-76).

How about Chierchia’s (1989) PRO and infinitival reports like the (Pseudo-)English ones
in (5)? We simply assume a PRO with 1.sg features, likeI andIAmh, but adding the stip-
ulation that this type of first person must take narrowest scope. We then predict only the
above derivation ofde se(using our new axioms), which is as it should be. Note that
we have not got rid of Schlenker’s stipulative typology of indexicals (Schlenker 2003,
p.38,74-76), we merely replaced it with a reformulation more appropriate to our repre-
sentational framework, i.e. in terms of scope: PRO must take narrow scope,I must take
wide scope, and IAmh can take either.

We have added two axioms, whose working is clear, but whose formulation is a bit hairy.
A truly semantic formulation may be cleaner and more insightful or even easier to swal-
low, so that’s why I offer (24):

(24) a. Every belief-alternativew has exactly one center
b. If w′ ∈ Bel(a, w) andb is the center ofw′, thenBel(a, w) = Bel(b, w′)

In other words, well, (24a), the replacement for(23), speaks for itself, and (24b) says
that the person you believe yourself to be, has, in the world you believe to inhabit, the
same beliefs as you. This last is a bit stronger than(21) (it verifies an axiom of positive
introspection as well), but in any case it will not be too hard to see that in all models in
which (24) holds,(20c)is equivalent to(9c), i.e. we can derivede sereadings for reports
with embedded first persons.

Conclusion

In this paper I argued for a reductionist account ofde sereports, based on the relational
analysis ofde re belief, according to whichde sebelief is de re belief about oneself,
under the acquaintance relation of equality (or under the descriptionthe person I am,
if you will). Reductionist accounts of beliefreports typically predict that the type of
acquaintance relation is not conveyed by linguistic means, a belief report isde re if the
subject has ade rebelief undersomeacquaintance relation. This prediction is borne out
in third person reports of the formxi believes that shei. . . which are true if the belief
in question isde seor merelyde re (someone referring to herself without realizing it).
However, data involving PRO and shiftable indexicals have cast doubt on the reductionist
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endeavor, since it seems that some reports are not in the same way underspecified for (or
ambiguous between, depending on your framework)de seandde re, but exclusivelyde
se(on the co-referential reading).

My own framework is reductionist in the sense that it assigns a uniform preliminary struc-
ture to all reports of the formNP believes that NP VP, in which definite NPs are all in-
terpreted as presuppositions with their content drawn straight from the surface features,
and in which the acquaintance relation is left underspecified. A mechanism is provided
by which the presuppositions and acquaintance relation are resolved in context, so it’s
really pragmatics that disambiguates betweende reandde se, not syntax. As a bonus we
get a pragmatic explanation for the fact that non-linguist/philosophers often find it hard
to accept a co-referential third person pronoun report in a mistaken self-identity scenario.

The basic setup of Acquaintance Resolution is then extended with a logical principle of
introspection to overcome difficulties encountered with a narrow-scope resolution of an
embedded first person, something that we wouldn’t need for ‘well-behaved’ indexicals
like EnglishI, but is the key to our treatment of shiftedIAmh and PRO. The principle is
adapted from standard modal logic treatments of belief, and if we add it, we can make
the right predictions, not only for reports with third person, but also withI, IAmh and
PRO. To capture the difference between these last three, some stipulation could not be
avoided, so I simply reformulated Schlenker’s typology of first person pronouns in terms
of scope. The differences between my pragmasemantic account on the one hand, and the
competing recent accounts of Schlenker and Von Stechow, who heavily rely on morpho-
logical agreement, on on the other, lie more in the third person realm: I maintained that
the ‘ambiguous’ report’s embeddedsheis interpreted wide scope and as a third person,
whereas Schlenker and Von Stechow would need to interpret it as a first person for thede
sereading, and as a third person for thede rereading.
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Appendix: Maier’s (2004) 2-layered fragment of Geurts and Maier’s (ms) LDRT

Syntax: An LDRS is a set offr(egean) and/ork (ripkean) labeled discourse markers,

paired with a set of labeled conditions, e.g.
[

xfr yk lovek(x,y)
]

Semantics: Letϕ be an LDRS,m, l ∈ {k, fr}, 〈D,W , I〉 a model,w ∈ W, andf a
variable assignment:

a. definedness:
- [[ϕ]]fl,w is defined iff there is an embeddingg,Dom(g) = Dom(f)∪

{
x xl ∈ U(ϕ)

}
and for allψ ∈ Con(ϕ): [[ψ]]gl,w is defined

- [[Pm(x1, . . . , xn)]]fl,w is defined iff
{
x1, . . . , xn

}
⊆ Dom(f)

- [[¬mϕ]]fl,w is defined iff[[ϕ]]fl,w is defined

b. If defined, the semantic values of conditions and LDRSs are;

- [[ϕ]]fl,w =
{
g Dom(g) = Dom(f) ∪

{
x xl ∈ U(ϕ)

}
and for allψ ∈ Con(ϕ) : [[ψ]]gl,w = 1

}
- [[Pm(x1, . . . , xn)]]fl,w = 1 iff m 6= l or

〈
f(x1), . . . , f(xn)

〉
∈ I(P )(w)

- [[¬mϕ]]fl,w = 1 iff m 6= l or [[ϕ]]fl,w = ∅

c. JϕKf
l =

{
w ∈ W [[ϕ]]fl,w 6= ∅

}
if [[ϕ]]fl,w is defined for somew (otherwiseJϕKf

l is

undefined).
d. Contexts:C = {w ∈ W I(center)(w) is a singleton}
e. Truth-conditional content: ifJϕKf

k,c is a singleton,JϕKf,c = JϕKg
fr whereg is the

unique element ofJϕKf
k,c. Otherwise undefined.

f. Diagonal proposition:∆f (ϕ) =
{

c ∈ W JϕKf,c is defined andc ∈ JϕKf,c
}

g. Belief set:Bel ∈ [D ×W → ℘C]
h. If x ∈ Dom(f) and [[ϕ]]fm,w is defined,[[believel(x):ϕ]]fm,w = 1 iff m 6= l or

∆f (ϕ) ⊇ Bel(f(x), w)

Example:(18);

 xk yk

Norikok(x), Tujikok(y), seein mirrorfr(y,y)
R(x,w)

.
=?

believefr(x):

 uk vfr

centerk(u), Rfr(u,v), onfirefr(v)

∂
[

wk 1.sgk(w)
] 
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